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Students Start-up Support System (S4) 

 

Round table on “Legal aspects for Starting Start-ups “ 

Venue-S4 Conference room, S4 Co-Creation Center (S4-C3), GTU Ahmedabad Campus, LDCE Complex 

Date- 1st September 2014       Time- 5.30 P.M to 7.30 P.M  

At the RoundTable will be available experts/ mentors to help students understand the nitty gritty of 

processes to set up a new start-up company in Indian context. We are inviting experts CAs who have 

track record of working with incubators and student start-ups for the RoundTable. 

BACKGROUND: S4 is bringing in path breaking interventions to trigger entrepreneurial aspirations, 

giving them support launch pad, handholding them in their take-off phases so that they become 

successful start-ups. Till now to support student start-ups for registration and for catering to their 

legal and commercial needs, we have been extending the help of the best pro-bono stakeholders. 

Recently more and more student teams have asked for support to make them aware about various 

legal and initial commercial aspects of registering new start-ups. To help such young teams we have 

developed the program of the RoundTable.   

AGENDA: During this round table discussion, we expect the discussion  to be about various areas of 

start-up value chain like: 

1. Current business environment for start-ups - With types of companies they can form etc. 

2. Compliances in regards to Company formation - (all types LLP, Pvt Ltd etc.) 

3. Compliances and Important points which need to be taken care off - After formation of Company 

4. Few important points of Companies Act 2013. 

We invite all interested stakeholders, aspiring student entrepreneurs, GIC/ S4 fellows, Faculty 
Members and academic authorities to participate. They can register at  
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1rz_s1xuNZidCJNbNAXGtS4wH980d78lnBX5FThEwe7c/viewform  

For any query, please mail at: gic@gtu.edu.in 

 

For any inputs and suggestions please write to Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta , Honorary director, GTU 

Innovation Council, hiranmay@techpedia.in, gic@gtu.edu.in   
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